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When we were kids we were heavily into sports, and like most growing kids, we had voracious
appetites. In fact, our favorite series of words back then were all you can eat. We loved when our
parents would take us to buffets, smorgasbords, family style dinners, basically any restaurant where
you could keep going back to fill your plate until you were full. It always gave us a feeling of
happiness and security, and this appealed to us because any risk or fear that we would ever have
about going away hungry was completely eliminated. We haven’t felt that way in decades, until
NOW. And this time it’s not about food hunger or buffets, it’s about investment hunger and
security, and that same feeling now has to do with being proactive, disciplined, and scrupulous in
navigating challenging times ahead, with the single goal to insure and protect the savings and
equity that our family has worked so hard for over the years. And the choice investment vehicle in
our spotlight is of course, Silver, if you hadn’t already guessed.
Like a skipping record, we keep saying over and over again that Silver is on sale, and it’s at rock
bottom, yada yada. But seriously, it’s more than on sale. It is deeply discounted by fraudulent
manipulators who are suppressing the price so THEY can buy more silver at the cheap prices THEY
have created. Read that last sentence again please. And they know full well that the public may
also jump in, but really in comparison we can only pick up the crumbs on the ground. For the
record, we’re fine with crumbs on the ground if the crumbs are silver, because for us, it’s still all you
can eat in every sense of the phrase. Ironically, 1oz and 100oz bars and everything in between
would be considered crumbs on the CRIMEX1, and those bar sizes more than adequately satisfy our
healthy appetites.
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Often incorrectly referred to as COMEX (Commodity Exchange, Inc.)

Our friends Ted Butler and Ed Steer continue to drive this point home, in that, while JP and The
Sunshine Banditos have smashed the prices to oblivion, at the same time these crooks continue to
buy silver like there’s no tomorrow. They may be crooked, but they are diabolically smart. The old
adage “if you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em” plays out here. For nearly a decade, continuous attempts by
the good guys to foil the rig game of the manipulators have not panned out, as these gold-digging
gangsters simply cannot be beat. Not unlike betting against the house in Las Vegas. You won’t win,
unless you play their game and wager your bet with them. The crooks will decide to change their
game on their own time clock. But we can also watch their path and play along with their game,
maybe not the rigging, but certainly the buying. After all, that’s their sole purpose for rigging the
game in the first place, so they can buy. If we buy when they buy, then one day when they score
big, we will also score big, as in buffet, smorgasbord, all you can eat. That’s really all the information
we need to know. And as Newman stated so endearingly, “When you control the mail, you control
Information.”

“Mail” in this sense would be the market. And while we don’t control the Information, we can now
easily follow the information and order directly off the same menu as the bad guys. And when it
comes to the menu, you know our choices; Engelhard rare, medium-rare, and hopefully some of the
bread and butter bars, biscuits and loafs too, and please make sure that delivery and service is well
done, or no soup for you! The greatest gift with collectible bullion is that you can buy it for close to
its metal value, while benefitting from an upside investment potential that will be far greater than
just the metal value. Buying collectible bullion is like ordering dinner and getting your dessert for
free, or in other words, having your cake and eating it too. And you can still take advantage of the
early bird special, which will unfortunately be ending very soon!
Doesn’t that make you want to go back for more?!
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